Wittek’s Range Target Net
Assembly Instructions
Our range target net is available with red or yellow pads & the option to add on a yardage plate.
Yardage plates shown below are sold separately.

This item is:
#79176 (Red pads included)

#79174 (Yellow pads included)

Call 1-800-869-1800 or go online at www.wittekgolf.com to order!

Prepare the legs for assembly by applying a small amount of any oil or lubricant to the inside of the ends
1. The legs consist of two long pieces and one short piece. These legs are attached to the bottom hoop base (no net)
first. Review the (3) tube fittings prior to placing the legs on the base. One is angled outward from the base. The
other two tube fittings are both pointing straight up. The short leg is connected to the tube fitting that is pointed on
an outward angle. The two longer legs are connected to the two fittings pointed straight up. All the legs have a
natural curve to them. The short leg curve points the same as the tee connector angle. The two longer legs and
should be placed pointing the same direction as the bottom hoop base going towards the front (Illustration1). Use a
rubber mallet to tap until fully seated.
2. Connecting the top hoop base with net to the legs. Press the bottom connector of the hoop net into the short front
leg. Line up the side legs with the other two connectors on the hoop net and tap them in tightly with a rubber mallet
(Illustration 2).

Our netting is secured to the frame with hog rings.

Wittek Golf Accent Pad Assembly
1.
2.
3.
4.

Place (3) of the pads over the three leg tube fittings on the top hoop base
Center the other (3) pads in between the other 3 pads on the top hoop base
Secure the pads to the top hoop base with 2 cable ties. Place these 1-2” off the edge of the pad.
Tighten the cable ties and trim down the ends

